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Abstract 

 

During the last years we investigated the components of our ambient dose measurement system with regard to 

dead-time losses of neutron monitors due to pulsed neutron radiation [1][2] and the high energy parts of the 

neutron and gamma spectra [3][4]. We present the determination of these measurement errors and methods to 

correct them numerically. We replaced preamplifiers of neutron monitors by faster ones to reduce errors due 

to pulsed radiation. We developed an upgrade set for neutron monitors to expand the measurement range from 

10 MeV to 1 GeV and show the results from the tests at the CERN reference field CERF [5]. Finally we present 

results of the measured ambient dose at BESSY. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Synchrotron light sources like BESSY have quite similar radiation fields due to the electron energy which is 

in the range from 1 to several GeV. If electrons hit components of the vacuum system bremsstrahlung is 

produced starting an electromagnetic cascade with photons, secondary electrons and positrons. High energy 

photons are able to produce neutrons by nuclear reactions. These threshold energies for materials common in 

accelerator environments are 10 MeV for giant resonance neutrons, 30 MeV for quasi-deuteron fission and 

150 MeV for photo-pion production. The resulting neutron spectrum shows two maxima, one at about 1 MeV 

and a second one at about 100 MeV. Inside the enclosure the second maximum is lower, but due to the energy 

dependent attenuation coefficient the spectrum is hardened after the penetration of the shielding wall. 

Most electron losses occur during injections, so the time structure is pulsed with a maximum pulse duration of 

the convolution time of the synchrotron (< 1 µsec and < 320 nsec at BESSY) and a repetition time that is 

defined by the highest frequency of the synchrotron (10 Hz at BESSY). 

The most common neutron monitors are Anderson-Braun and Leake type monitors. Both measure neutrons by 

nuclear reactions by thermalized neutrons in proportional counter tubes that are filled with BF3 (AB counters) 

or 3He gas. The respective detection reactions are 10B(n,)7Li and 3He(n,p)3H. The resulting particles or 

protons cause ionization in the gas which results in a detection pulse within the proportional counter tube. 

Because detection pulses induced by hadrons are higher than those by photons, the usage of discriminators 

makes effective suppressing of photon induced detection pulses possible. The disadvantage of these neutron 

monitors is the dead-time from two to several µsec. 

The dead-time is longer than the accelerator pulse and the time between the accelerator pulses is much longer 

than the dead-time. So in principle only one neutron per accelerator pulse is detectable. The resulting dead-

time losses are reduced because the moderation of neutrons down to thermal energies broadens the time of the 

neutron pulse seen by the detector tube up to several 100 µsec, but with exponential decay after the prompt 

accelerator pulse [1]. 

Because of the injection pulse structure where only one photon can be detected, proportional counters are not 

suitable to measure gamma radiation in an accelerator environment. Instead, this has to be conducted by 

ionization chambers whose measurement errors due to pulsed radiation is very much lower in comparison with 

proportional counters and nearly only determined by recombination losses. Ionization chambers measure the 

dose by filling capacitors with electrons freed in the gas tube by gamma radiation between two synchronization 

pulses. The higher cross section for low energy gammas within the fill gas (mixture nitrogen with noble gas), 

maximum pressure (several bar) and reasonable volumes for ambient dose measurements limit the maximum 

of detectable gamma energies to values < 10 MeV. 

Altogether we see the possibility of considerable measurement errors for both neutrons and gammas due to the 

high energy parts of the radiation that are not detectable by standard monitors, and for neutrons due to dead-

time losses. 

In the following we show our approach to determine the measurement errors and our compensatory methods 

to correct them. 

 

 

 



2. Pulsed radiation 

 

At the BESSY storage ring the charge/injection shot is 1 nC. The maximum repetition rates are 10 Hz if the 

beam shutters are closed and 0.1 Hz during top-up operation (typical frequency during top-up operation is 0.03 

Hz). At BESSY the top-up operation is controlled by an interlock system that measures the injection efficiency 

and holds it on an average level of 90 % in a 4 hours period. With this most important condition and others 

(see [2]) it is guaranteed, that the number of electrons during the user operation is < 2E15/year as it was before 

in the decay mode. With these conditions it is possible to hold the former 1 mSv/year value again in the 

experimental hall outside the interlock saved exclusion areas for radiation that penetrates the shielding walls. 

Exclusion areas are hutches but also areas close to the front-end that contain mirror chambers and 

bremsstrahlung absorbers. (At BESSY hutches are only necessary around beamlines from superconducting 

insertion devices). 

 

2.1 Dose rates through the shielding walls 

 

To discuss measurement errors due to pulsed radiation we consider first the values possible for radiation 

penetrating the transversal shielding wall. The transversal shielding wall has the thickness of 1 m ordinary 

concrete (OC = 2.35 g/cm³) and close to the front-ends 0.8 m hematite concrete (HC = 3.7 g/cm³) to have 

more space for dipole beamlines. The distance from the ring to the observation point is 2 m (OC) and 1.8 m 

(HC). The results of analytical calculations shown in table 1 are obtained by using the formulas of K. Tesch 

and coworkers (see [3], [4], [5]) which we have already used for the shielding design of BESSY. The 

observation angle  is 90°, the target material is iron. For the  calculations we used the values and 

d=0.2 cm (angle of beam and thickness of vacuum system). 

 

 

 1 nC,  OC 1 m  

in nSv/shot 

10 Hz, OC 1 m 

in µSv/h 

1 nC, HC 0.8 m 

in nSv/shot 

10 Hz, HC 0.8 m 

in µSv/h 

 1.19 43 0.21 7.5 

Giant res. neutrons 5.69 205  2.87 103 

Fast neutrons 11.3 407  9.93 357 

 
Table 1 - Dose rates by 1 nC/shot and 1 nC@10Hz injected electrons (1.7 GeV) 100 % losses behind the transversal 

shielding walls of 1 m OC and 0.8 m HC. 

 

The dose rate values in table 1 are the maximum values, which have to be considered according to the German 

radiation protection ordinance defining a dose rate maximum of 3 mSv/h. These values have to be hold even 

at crash conditions. 

If higher values are possible the respective area must be an interlock saved exclusion area. Because of the 

bunched beam (500 MHz structure) instead of dH/dt also H/t is accepted by the authorities, but with short 

t of several seconds though. 

 

2.2 Dose rates through the opened beam shutters 

 

Top-up operation means injection with opened beam shutters. We therefore calculated the dose rates of stray 

radiation through the front-ends resulting from the loss of 1 nC with FLUKA [6],[7]. We consider three 

scenarios. Scenario A: We inject 1 nC into the experimental hall where the electrons penetrate the mirror 

chamber and hit the bremsstrahlung absorber. Scenario B: We hit the dipole chamber with 1 nC. The thickness 

of the dipole chamber and the deflection angle of 11.25° result in an iron target with one radiation length 

thickness. Scenario C: We hit the vacuum chamber of an undulator with an angle of 1 mrad. The vacuum 

chamber is made of aluminum with a side thickness of 1 cm. 

Our top-up interlock system makes scenario A impossible, as this would require a short of a dipole. One of the 

top-up conditions is the existence of at least 200 mA stored beam. We included it to compare the worst case 

with the other scenarios. Another top-up condition is the minimum of 60 % injection efficiency for a single 

injection shot. If this condition is not fulfilled, the top-up operation is stopped immediately. The restart requires 

one shot with closed beam shutters and an injection efficiency > 60 %. So scenarios B and C will stop the top-

up operation after one single shot. Moreover, the shortest time between two shots is 10 sec during top-up 

operation. 



The critical energy of the synchrotron radiation from dipoles and undulators at BESSY is 2.5 keV and about 1 

keV. Thus the vacuum system with its thickness of 2 mm steel is sufficient to absorb the synchrotron radiation 

from these source (upstream of monochromators bellows are surrounded by lead sheets and for windows lead 

glass is used). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 - - Doses by 1 nC/shot injected electrons (1.7 GeV) for scenarios A, B and C (see text) 

 

From the calculations of the - radiation shown in fig.(1) it can be seen, that even for a single injection the 

dose could be up to 10 mSv close to the beamline. 

Therefore, the area is an interlock saved exclusion area. This means entrance is only possible if the beam 

shutters of this section are closed and injections are not made. This area has a fence with a door to the side, in 

straight direction is the bremsstrahlung absorber (thickness 30 cm lead transversal dimensions 20x20 cm²) and 

the absorber for scattered bremsstrahlung (thickness 10 cm transversal dimension about 1 m²). The fence is 

continued at the right hand side downstream including the mirror chambers of dipole beamlines in this area. 

If we compare the results of scenario A with the ones of scenario B we see only a difference by a factor of 

three. The reason is that bremsstrahlung of losses in the straight section within the storage ring tunnel can pass 

through the 0° beamline. Scenario C has the lowest value because of the self-absorption of the thick undulator 

chamber in forward direction. But when comparing these results with our analytical calculations (see table 1) 

we see that even at the fence the - dose could be up to three orders of magnitude higher than through the wall. 

 

The neutron dose of scenario A (fig. (2)) is much higher than the doses for the two others because the neutrons 

are produced directly in the bremsstrahlung absorber. For scenario B neutrons are also produced within the 

storage ring tunnel at the target and collimators. The main neutron source for scenario C is the thick undulator 

chamber, because of the self-absorption of the neutron producing photons. At the fence the neutron doses for 

the scenarios B and C are comparable with the - doses at this position. 



 
 

Fig. 2 - eutron- doses by 1 nC/shot injected electrons (1.7 GeV) for scenarios A, B and C (see text) 

 

However, directly behind the bremsstrahlung absorber the neutron dose makes it necessary to add one TVL 

PE to reduce the neutron radiation. The bremsstrahlung absorber has about the same thickness as the main 

beam shutter at BESSY (25 cm lead). 

Additionally, this calculation also shows the general necessity at synchrotron light sources to place neutron 

shielding close to beam shutters or limit the access to areas close to them during storage ring operation. 

 

 

 

2.3 Determination of measurement errors due to pulsed neutron radiation 

 

The measurement system at BESSY consists of stations each with an ionization chamber and a Biorem BF3 

neutron monitor. In the experimental hall these are placed at the transversal shielding wall at the closest 

distance to the storage ring at each of the 16 sections. This position is also located close to front-ends and the 

dose values there are about the same as the “at fence” position in the FLUKA drawings. 

To determine the measurement errors we measured the dose rates inside the accelerator tunnels at MLS (see 

fig. (3)) and BESSY close to a 2 cm thick aluminum target at the transfer line and a the HZB cyclotron using 

a spallation target [8]. We used Biorems with two different preamplifiers, the LB6419 und as a reference the 

silver activation monitor AgRem [9] developed by the PTB. 

The measurements have been conducted with pulsed radiation (10 Hz, pulse width < 1µsec) up to 10 mSv/h, 

and the current has been measured by accurate current monitors. The AgRem measured the neutron dose 

accurately and linearly with the current up to the highest value of 10 m Sv/h. Also the ionization chamber 

shows the linear dependence of the - dose rate on the current. 

The LB6419 consists of a Leake counter with an additional activation monitor, but this activation monitor had 

not enough statistics at this location, so only the values from the Leake counter are given. The investigated 

Biorem monitors had two different preamplifiers but are otherwise identical. The older preamplifier has a dead-

time of 10 µsec (type A), the newer one 1.9 µsec (type B). The types A and B are not official but used by us to 

distinguish them. 



 
 

Fig. 3 - Experimental set-up at the MLS transfer line close to 2 cm Al target in 1 m distance 

(left to right: LB6419, ionization chamber, AgRem, Biorem) 

 

An example of the measured neutron dose rates as function of the average current is shown in fig. (4). The 

considerable deviation from the linear behavior shows clearly that a correction should be used to avoid large 

measurement errors in the pulsed neutron fields of accelerator environments. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 - Measured neutron H*(10) dose rates of Biorem B as function of the average current at MLS transfer line. Blue 

line true dose rate A.I (see text) 

 

To find a correction function we fitted the curves like fig. (4) with the ansatz 
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with the fit parameters A and B and I as measured average current in the transfer line. This expression 

converges to A/B for high currents. In the far saturation range (�̇�𝑡/�̇�𝑚 > 5) a further linear term is necessary 

for the Biorem A and the LB6419 results. This behavior has its origin in the exponential decay of the neutron 

fluence in the detection tube after the prompt accelerator pulse and can be described by a Poisson distribution 

[8]. All three neutron monitors show a non-paralyzable behavior (dead-time is triggered by measured events). 

The true dose rate is a linear function of the current 
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which was also confirmed and A has also been determined by the AgRem results. By inserting eq. (2) in eq. 

(1) we get the correction function to calculate the true dose rate from the measured one: 
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The fit parameter A depends on the energy of the accelerator. To make our results usable also for other 

accelerators we start with an expression for true counting rates of rectangular pulsed beams whose width is 

longer than the dead-time [8]. 
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n is the true counting rate, m the measured one, is the dead-time, f the frequency of the accelerator pulses and 

the T the pulse width. The pulse width T is a rectangular pulse width which is equivalent to the long exponential 

neutron decay pulse seen by the counting tube caused by the moderator from the short prompt neutron pulse. 

Because the accelerator pulse is shorter than the dead-time , T is a characteristic of the neutron monitor. The 

true counting rate is proportional to the current 𝑛 = 𝑑 ∙ 𝐼. 
The true dose rate  �̇�𝑡 = 𝑐 ∙ 𝑛 and the measured dose rate �̇�𝑚 = 𝑐 ∙ 𝑚 with c as calibration factor. By inserting 

this in eq. (4) we get 
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with 𝛼 = 𝜏/(𝑐 ∙ 𝑇). Comparing eq. (5) with eq. (3) we get  𝛼/𝑓 = 𝐵/𝐴, so we can calculate this by our fit 

parameters B and A . The quantity contains only monitor dependent parameters, the division through f (at 

which the measurement was conducted) expresses that not the average dose rate is relevant but the dose/ 

accelerator pulse, the so called burst dose. We used 10 Hz for all of our measurements at MLS and BESSY, so 

we define 𝛼𝑓 = 𝛼/𝑓 which we will use in the following. 

We will apply the correction to our analytical and FLUKA results which we consider as true doses. The 

corresponding measurement results are calculated using eq. (6). 
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To use eq. (5) for the burst dose, the unit hour has to be replaced by the number of accelerator pulses/hour. The 

- values found from our measurements at MLS [8] are summarized in table (2) using 𝛼𝑓 instead of (see 

text). 

 

Monitor 𝛼𝑓 in 1/(µSv/h) 𝛼𝑓 in 1/(µSv/burst) 

Biorem A 2.59E-3 93.24 

Biorem B 1.94E-4 6.984 

LB6419 1.71E-3 61.56 


Table 2 - Correction unit 𝛼𝑓 = 𝛼/𝑓  from measurements at MLS. 

 

In table (3) we present some examples of true doses (from above analytical calculations) and corresponding 

measured doses. The Biorem A and LB6419 have already considerable measurement errors at true burst doses 

of 16.99 and 12.8 nSv/burst behind the shielding walls. We summarized the neutron dose values (giant 

resonance and fast neutrons) because a part of the fast neutrons are also measurable by standard neutron 

monitors. We discuss this aspect in more detail in the following section. 

Burst doses from our FLUKA calculations at the fence position cannot be measured using these two monitors. 

We calculated also the dead-time errors reducing the FLUKA values by one order of magnitude, because a 0.1 

nC/accelerator pulse corresponds to the average injection efficiency of 90% at BESSY. The neutrons from 

FLUKA calculations pass the storage ring tunnel through the opened front-ends or are produced outside in the 

bremsstrahlung absorber. So the hardening of the spectrum in the concrete has not to be considered as an 

important source of error, because the production of fast neutrons inside the enclosure is an order of magnitude 

lower than giant resonance neutrons. 

 

Position True dose  

in nSv/burst 

Meas. dose Bior. A 

in nSv/burst 

Meas. dose Bior. B 

in nSv/burst 

Meas. dose LB6419 

in nSv/burst 

1 m OC 16.99   6.58 15.2 11.3 

0.8 m HC 12.8   5.84 11.8 7.16 

Scen. B fence 460 (�̇�𝑡/�̇�𝑚 > 5) 109 (�̇�𝑡/�̇�𝑚 > 5) 
Scen. C fence 100 (�̇�𝑡/�̇�𝑚 > 5) 58.9 (�̇�𝑡/�̇�𝑚 > 5) 
Scen B /10 46 8.46 34.8 12.0 

Scen C /10 10 5.17 9.34 6.18 

 
Table 3- True doses and corresponding measured doses from analytical (table 1) and FLUKA calculations (fig. (1),(2)) 

 

In fig. (5) we show the true doses as a function of the doses measured at MLS for the three monitors. The 

calculations are also extended in the far saturation range [8]. 

 
Fig. 5 - True doses as function of the doses measured at MLS [8] red Biorem A, black LB6419, blue Biorem B 



Due to these results we replaced all preamplifiers of our Biorem A at BESSY by the faster ones and thus 

transforming them to Biorem B. It is now possible to measure the radiation through the shielding walls with 

good accuracy even at crash conditions. On the other hand, crash conditions cause large measurement errors 

even for this monitor close to the front-ends. Therefore, we placed passive albedo-dosimeters with a PE 

phantom at the “fence” position (see fig. (6)). This is also necessary because of stochastic beam dumps, with 

the loss of the complete filling of the storage ring (240 nC). The possible resulting doses cannot be measured 

by our neutron monitors.  

We included the dead-time correction in our software to summarize the annual doses. Besides the correction 

formulas and the raw data (one value/minute) we use data from the archiver of the BESSY control system to 

determine the injection shots per minute. We found that this correction for the annual dose is small (< 10%). 

However, we also found that dose rates during 10 Hz injections could be similar to those shown in table 1. (As 

already mentioned in Germany the dose rate limit of 3 mSv/h has to be held outside exclusion areas.) 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 - Fence of exclusion area around the front-ends with PE phantom on which the albedo-dosimeter is mounted 

 

We repeated these measurements at the HZB cyclotron in cooperation with the EURADOS working group 

during which the dead-time effects of all commercially available neutron monitors and some prototypes have 

been investigated [10]. Among the active monitors the Biorem B performed best. 

 

3. High energy radiation  

 

3.1 Determination of measurement errors due to high energy neutrons 

 

Both Leake and Anderson-Braun neutron monitors detect neutrons by nuclear reactions of thermalized 

neutrons. This implies, that neutrons with higher energies than 10 or 15 MeV could not be moderated down to 

25 meV by the moderators of these monitors. Because the cross section of the detection reactions decrease 

exponentially with the neutron energy the probability of faster neutrons to be detected is even negligible. 

To determine the measurement errors due high energy neutrons we calculated neutron spectra inside and 

outside the shielding walls at BESSY [11]. 

We calculated the neutron doses from the spectra up to 10 MeV, the detection limit of our Biorem neutron 

monitors, and from 10 MeV on to the maximum energy. From the two dose values we determined correction 

factors of 2.65 for 1 m ordinary concrete at which the dose >10 MeV is higher than dose < 10 MeV for both 

iron and Al targets, resulting in a correction factor of 3.65 for neutrons measured at these locations. 



We repeated these calculation with increased accuracy. The recent FLUKA versions allow to track neutrons 

down to 1 meV and to have 256 energy bins for the low energy range < 20 MeV. Besides the more accurate 

FLUKA version in comparison to the version available in 2006 we changed also the method of calculation. 

Neutron spectra calculated with FLUKA are given as double differential fluence spectra d²/dEd. The solid 

angle d is used with respect to the boundary area where the neutrons are counted an thus 2(one direction) 

or 4 (both directions). The dose calculation is made by folding the spectra with the fluence to dose conversion 

numbers of the ICRP and Pelliccioni [13] and with the fluence to dose conversion function (response function) 

of Biorem [14]. 
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H is the dose, A is the area of the boundary surface, 2 for one direction, i is the number of the i-th energy bin. 

The values of the differential fluence spectrum are multiplied by the width of the i-th energy bin and by the 

fluence to dose conversion 𝑅𝑖 of [13] or [14]. The resulting correction factor is the true dose (using eq. (7) with 

ICRP and Pelliccioni data [13]) divided by the dose that would be measured by the Biorem (using eq. (7) with 

Biorem data [14]). An example is given in fig. (7). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 - Correction factor from folding neutron spectrum. Squares: Biorem response function [14]. Upper curve: 

Fluence to dose conversion function [13]. Lower curve: Neutron fluence spectrum transversal behind 1 m concrete in 

lethargy units. 

 

 

The resulting correction factor of these calculations is 2.98, by which the measured dose values of the Biorem 

have to be multiplied to get the true dose. 

A second example is shown in fig. (8) where we calculated spectrum and correction factor for a hematite 

shielding wall with the thickness of 0.8 m. 



 

 

 
 

Fig. 8 - Correction factor from folding neutron spectrum. Squares: Biorem response function [14]. Upper curve: 

Fluence to dose conversion function [13]. Lower curve: Neutron fluence spectrum transversal behind 0.8 m hematite 

concrete in lethargy units. 

 

The correction factor of 2.22 (see fig. (8)) for the hematite shielding is lower than for the 1 m ordinary concrete 

of 2.98 (see fig. (7)). The main reason for this is not the thinner wall thickness but rather the iron included in 

this material. Iron and even higher Z materials absorb high energy neutrons more effectively. We also made a 

calculation for 1 m hematite (not shown here). In that case the correction factor is 2.37. 

 

 

3.2 Expanding the measurement range of Biorem neutron monitors 

 

Since the introduction of the top-up operation at BESSY in October 2012 neutrons could also penetrate the 

front-ends through opened beam shutters. Inside the enclosure the maximum of the neutron spectrum is at 1 

MeV. The dose due to neutrons with E > 10 MeV is small, so these neutrons can be detected by our monitors, 

and are therefore resulting in a smaller correction factor. Since the part of neutrons penetrating the shielding 

wall is not predictable, we developed a method to enable our neutron monitors to measure also neutrons up to 

GeV range. 

Birattari et al. [12] used high Z materials for a shell around the counting tube of an AB counter to expand the 

measurement range to high energy values. This method is not suitable for the upgrade of an existing neutron 

monitor, thus we developed a high energy neutron moderator that could surround the moderator. This additional 

moderator should increase the fluence of thermalized neutrons at the location of the counting tube by a factor 

of three for a spectrum at BESSY behind 1 m ordinary concrete. After a series of FLUKA calculations we 

decided to use a lead tube with the wall thickness of 1 cm (see fig. (9)). 

 



 
Fig. 9 - Lead moderator for high energy neutrons 

 

We tested the Biorem with and without the lead moderator at the CERN reference field CERF. As a preparation 

of this run we calculated the neutron spectrum of the concrete roof of the CERF bunker at the positon of our 

Biorem behind an additional lead layer of 1 cm. The results are shown in fig. (10). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 - Neutron spectra on the concrete roof of the CERF bunker 

 

As is shown in fig. (10) the lead moderator (green curve) shifts the maximum of the neutron spectrum (red 

curve) from 100 MeV to 1 MeV. The test of our Biorem with and without lead moderator [15] was very 

successful (see fig. (11)). 

 



 
 

Fig. 11- CERF results for our Biorem (HZB) among others[15], left: Extended range counters, center conventional 

counters, right: ABC 1260 detector 

 

The SPS was operated during this run using slow extraction with a pulse length of 10 sec (spill) and a repetition 

of one spill per minute. So, errors because of pulsed radiation have not to be considered. The small error for 

our Biorem (HZB) bars results from the fact that we used a fast interface, thus getting 10 dose rate values per 

spill that we partly averaged. 

Since January 2015 we use the lead moderators at our neutron moderators at BESSY (and in future at our ERL 

project bERLinPro). The results for the experimental hall at BESSY are shown in fig. (12). 

 

 
Fig. 12 - Dose measured in the experimental hall of BESSY in 2014 and 2015 

 

To compare the measured neutron dose with and without lead moderators we summarized the annual neutron 

dose values of our measurement stations of the 16 sections of the storage ring for 2014 and 2015. 

In fig. (12) the annual dose of each station is represented as green bars ( - doses) and red bars  (neutron 

doses).The sum of the red bars for 2014 is 2.64 mSv, and the sum of for 2015 is 6.49 mSv. The quotient is 2.46 



and in qualitative agreement with our calculated correction factor of 2.98. The fact that the measured value is 

somewhat lower probably originates from low energy neutrons passing the opened front-ends.  

In 2014 we got a ‘Gebrauchsmuster’ (national patent) from the German Patentamt for our lead moderators 

[17]. 

 

3.3 Determination of measurement errors due to high energy photons 

 

Our ionization chambers FHT 191N/190 by ThermoFisher have a maximum detection energy of 7 MeV. The 

ratchet end walls have a thickness of 1 m of hematite with additional 5 cm of lead, and 10 cm at section 1 

where the injection septum is located. The ratchet end walls reduce the - radiation in forward direction by 

five orders of magnitude (section 1 six). So at the location of the ionization chambers the radiation from 

transversal direction is more important and we calculated the correction factor for this position [17]. We used 

FLUKA to calculate the  - spectra within and outside of the storage ring tunnel in this direction. Electrons 

with energy of 1.7 MeV hit the vacuum system of steel thickness 2 mm at an angle of 1 mrad. The result is 

shown in fig. (13). 

 

 
Fig. 13 - - spectra inside (red) and outside (black) of the storage ring tunnel in transversal direction. 

 

The spectrum inside the enclosure has its peak at 511 keV and then decays exponentially. Outside the shielding 

wall the spectrum is hardened and has a broad maximum at several MeV (from about 1 to 20 MeV) and decays 

from 20 MeV on. We calculated the dose up to 7 MeV. From 7 MeV onwards we used eq. (7) with the ICRP 

and Pelliccioni data [13] for photons. The correction factor is calculated from the total dose divided by the 

dose up to 7 MeV. Inside the enclosure this factor is 1.034, and nearly the complete dose distribution comes 

from photons < 7 MeV. Outside the shielding wall this factor is 2.67, a result from the hardening of the photon 

spectrum in the wall. 

Due to top-up operation there is the possibility for - radiation coming through the opened beam shutters using 

the same loss scenario in the straight section. We calculated the correction factor for the spectrum in forward 

direction (see fig. (14)). 



 
Fig. 14 - - spectrum in forward direction for photons passing the opened beam shutter. 

 

In forward direction the  - spectrum has a broad maximum almost up to the maximum energy of 1.7 GeV. The 

calculated correction factor is 17.2. This radiation cannot reach the location of our ionization chambers and an 

exposure is also not possible, because this radiation will hit the bremsstrahlung absorber which is located in 

an interlock saved exclusion area. As a correction factor for the  - measurements we consider the value 2.67 

as valid which results from the transversal - radiation penetrating the wall. The measured annual - doses 

in our experimental hall are < 1 mSv/year, if we subtract the value for cosmic radiation which is 0.6 mSv/year 

in Berlin we can see that the application of this factor will not cause problems because of the 6000 h/year 

operation and the 2000 h/year maximum stay. On the other hand, measurement errors especially in forward 

direction are considerable. 

 

4. Summary 

 

Radiation measurements at accelerators are erroneous: In neutron monitors because of dead-time effects and 

high energy neutrons, in ionization chambers due to high energy photons especially in forward direction. These 

errors are considerable and result due to high energy neutrons and photons in correction factors between two 

and three. These errors could even be higher for - radiation in forward direction and intense pulsed neutron 

dose rates. 

We measured the errors due to dead-time effects of three neutron monitors at MLS, BESSY and HZB cyclotron. 

We developed formulas to correct these dead-time effects and used them together with archiver data from the 

control system (injection shots/minute) to summarize the annual dose values. 

We repeated measurements at HZB cyclotron with pulsed neutron radiation together with the EURADOS 

group. These measurements showed that dead-time effects are common at all commercially available neutron 

monitors from several nSv/burst onwards. 

We determined high energy neutron correction factors calculated by folding calculated spectra with response 

functions. 

We developed an upgrade set to expand the measurement range of our neutron monitors up to several GeV and 

calibrated them at CERF. These lead moderators are in usage at BESSY since start of 2015. The resulting 

increase of the measured annual neutron dose is in agreement with the correction factors. 

 

We determined high energy gamma correction factors from - spectra calculated with FLUKA. The correction 

factor for transversal radiation is similar to the neutron correction factor for this direction. In the forward 



direction the correction factor is almost an order of magnitude higher. This radiation hits either the massive 

shielding of our ratchet end wall (and is attenuated more than from transversal directions).or hits through the 

opened beam shutter the bremsstrahlung absorber, which has the same dimension as the main beam shutter 

and is located in an interlock saved exclusion area. The bremsstrahlung absorber is additional shielded with 

one TVL PE. Our FLUKA calculations of neutron production in the bremsstrahlung absorber shows that this 

should be considered for beam shutters too. 
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